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“I like a clean and organized home,” said Mantis. “Work is 
hectic enough. I want my home to be a Zen refuge. No mess, 
no stress.”

The remodel included some elements to make the home 
greener, including a tankless water heater, upgraded windows, 
upgraded insulation and all new Energy Star appliances. “The 
electric bill is much smaller than what it used to be,” said Mantis.

A few items in the house draw immediate responses from 
visitors. “Guests love the openness of the main room, but 
particularly the stacked stone on the large TV wall,” said Mantis. 
“The dining table made from a single cut of a Thai Cham Cha 
tree trunk is another conversation piece. And, I love my shower 
and so does everyone else. It started out about eight cubic feet 
smaller, but now I can have a party with about 10 people in there, 
it’s so big. The leather-look tile -- that’s all Peggy. I loved it from 
the minute I saw it. Everyone comments!”

One very special room in the house is a bedroom dedicated 
just for his mom. “I did the master bedroom to my specifications, 
the second bedroom is a theater room and the third bedroom 
I wanted to have so my mom could come and visit any time. I 
also wanted her to be part of the design process. She approved 
everything -- the color, furniture and draperies,” said Mantis.

“I’m probably biased, but I have the most wonderful son in 
the world. He’s very good to me,” said Mantis’ mom. “When 
Mike decided to redo the house, he said this was my room and he 
included me in as much as I could be for the design. It was pretty 
cool. I approved my bedding, faucets, toilets, everything. I visit 
several times a year and when I was in town I met with Peggy. 

“Whenever anything came up while I was back in California, 
Mike would send me an email to ask questions or update me on 
its progress. I think he really wanted it to be special for me. I feel 
the room accurately depicts my tastes. The first time I visited, 
once the house was complete, he had fresh cut flowers for me in 
my bedroom, short white roses in a fat little vase. They were so 
beautiful I thought they were fake.”

For Scinta, the best part of the project was “working with 
Mike. Once we understood his vision, he was very easy to please 
and he trusted us. Once he saw what we were going to do, he 
let us do our job. A lot of clients can’t let go of control. He also 
appreciates new and unusual things and he unlocked the gate of 
imagination and this is the result. I want to be just as happy as 
the client, jumping up and down and excited. That’s my business 
and that’s what makes us have a great reputation because we help 
our clients.”

Mantis says his favorite part was “moving in. The only thing 
I would have done differently I’m fixing this week. I didn’t put 
a wand on the faucet of the island sink and I didn’t realize how 
much I needed it. Other than that, we’ve done some minor 
changes since the very beginning, updating things here and 
there like adding a marble countertop to the island in the master 
bedroom closet, and added mirrors to some closets, but other 
than that, I’m happy with what we did. The next step is getting 
the back yard done!”  q
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